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For almost half a year now, America’s Best Cleaners has hosted five monthly
online installments of its Leadership Forum featuring a multitude of industry
leaders discussing their trials and tribulations of the past year, as well as strategies
for planning for the murky future.
Those who attended the fifth Leadership Forum in mid-January listened to five
more industry innovators, including: Dave Coyle, owner of In the Bag Cleaners
and Maverick Drycleaners; Kermit Engh, owner of Fashion Cleaners and
managing director of Methods for Management; Dianne Lee, CEO of JSK
Hospitality Group; Leslie Schaeffer, CEO of TCATA and managing director for
National Clothesline; and Kurt Wickiser, executive vice president of Seitz.
Wickiser noted it’s a slightly different style working with a family-owned German
company, though “they are excellent to work with and are definitely not
micromanagers.”

America’s Best Cleaners hosted the fifth installment of its Leadership
Forum series in January. The panel included: (top row, left to right)
moderator Chris White of ABC, Kurt Wickiser from Seitz and Leslie
Schaeffer of TCATA; (middle row, left to right) co-host Catherine
McCann from ABC, Kermit Engh of Fashion Cleaners and Dave Coyle of
In the Bag Cleaners; and (bottom row) Dianne Lee of JSK Companies.

Complicating matters, Covid kept over a dozen field representatives from making in-person visits for several months. Despite that, Seitz still
felt it was a good time to be aggressive. “We’ve actually added a couple of employees in the last six months — one of them being a business
development manager for us — Frank Briercheck. He’s out aggressively pushing for new business, new markets,” Wickiser added.
Drycleaner Dave Coyle also looked for ways to grow, not exactly an easy prospect in recent times. “I think we feel most in control when we
can accurately predict the outcome of situations. I think we feel least in control when the opposite is true, when you have a very
unpredictable future.”
Overall, all of the participants were excited for the future after many months of challenges. Lee plans to use the experience to propel her
business forward. “There are days where I am defeated, exhausted,” she admitted. “But, I think just being resilient, being malleable, will get
us through everything.”
ABC’s final installment of its Leadership Forum series will take place on Feb. 10 and feature: Nathaniel Dubasic, project director of
MetalProgetti USA; Joel Lyons, CEO of Lyons, Evans Restoration; Nicole Kirby of SPOT Business Systems; Monica Mantor, vice president of
Balfurd Cleaners; and Mark Hatch, general manager for The French Cleaner
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